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IS YOUR RUSTIC PROPERTY  
COMPLETELY LEGAL 
MEMBERS CONTRIBUTIONS 
 

The answer to this question particularly if you live in Andalucía is 
probably NO. 

Is the problem that it isn’t completely legal? 

The answer to that is probably YES. 

Whether you feel you need to do anything to address it could depend on 
a number of factors. 

Having purchased a ‘rustic’ property in Andalucía and been advised 
categorically by our lawyer that the property was completely legal, it 
now turns out that it isn’t. The negligence of the lawyer aside, thankfully 
it appears that there is a way for us to address this but it’s a costly 
process. 

I recently read an article written by a Spanish lawyer pointing out the 
pitfalls of purchasing a rustic property and all the key aspects that a 
purchaser should investigate before agreeing to even put down a 
deposit. The lawyer’s article was pretty much saying he wouldn’t risk 
buying a property in the countryside and he suggested that no right 
minded individual should either.  

Possibly wise words, but his article stopped short of describing one of 
the main issues with rustic properties and that is the lack of a ‘licencia 
de primera ocupación’ or habitation licence.  

He did refer to the need for the licence so that you could get legally 
connected to mains water and electricity, but he missed the main point 
with a habitation licence and that is that it gives you the legal right to live 
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in the property, without it the property is officially nothing more than a 
building. 

The reality however, is that very few rustic properties have ever or will 
ever be granted a habitation licence. Finding a rustic property with a 
habitation licence is like finding a needle in a haystack. 

In effect hundreds of thousands of properties are being lived in illegally 
and many individuals caught in this position don’t even appreciate this is 
the case. The town councils generally turn a blind eye to the lack of a 
habitation licence and instead happily receive the annual IBI 
(council/property tax).  

More often than not, mains water and electricity connections are already 
in place and a simple transfer of the existing contract to the new owners 
name keeps this operational. If however, you ever forget to pay your bill 
and get cut off, you will probably need a habitation licence for the 
reconnection so try to avoid finding yourself in this position! 

This situation has been created over many years as a result of poor 
planning controls, ignorance and corruption. Many Regional 
Governments are now attempting to address this situation and in 
Andalucía the ‘Ley de Ordenación Urbanística de Andalucía’ (LOAU) was 
amended by the Decreto 2/2012 to allow for illegal rustic properties, 
which meet certain criteria to be recognised as being habitable. 

This link provides the Boletin Oficial de la Junta de Andalucia, where 
you’ll find the full details. 

 

http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/boja/2012/19/3?lr=lang_es 

 

In order to achieve ‘habitation status’ for your property you need to 
apply for the property to be recognised as Asimilado Fuera de 
Ordenación (AFO). The process may vary from one town council to 
another, but will require an application to be drafted by a registered 
architect.  
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It’s worth noting that an AFO doesn’t class the property as being 
completely ‘legal’ because it was built illegally in the first instance, but if 
recognised through this process, it gives the home owner the legal right 
to have water and electricity connected to the property and to live in the 
property.  

As a result of this Banks may also be prepared to provide a mortgage on 
the property as it’s officially classed as habitable. This opens up a much 
wider pool of prospective buyers for those trying to sell their property, 
as they are no longer limited to just cash buyers. 

The other issue is that if the property isn’t recognised as ‘AFO’ and you 
need to undertake any repairs to the property that require a works 
licence, you won’t be granted a works licence until the property has 
been recognised as ‘AFO’. This is how we discovered the problem we 
have. 

It’s also worth noting that you won’t be permitted to extend or rebuild 
any of the property, you can only ‘officially’ gain a licence for works to 
repair or conserve the property in accordance with what it has been 
officially registered for and its originally intended use. 

The cost of getting the property recognised as AFO will depend on the 
size of the property. The town councils are charging a tax which is 
based on 5% of the total cost of building the property including 
swimming pools, outbuildings, etc.( i.e. anything officially registered on 
the property deeds). Additionally there are the architect’s fees. In most 
instances the total cost of this process will probably exceed 10,000 
euros. 

The taxes being charged by the town councils are being challenged, as 
they are based on the property value as opposed to being charged as a 
service granted by the public administration, which is apparently how it 
should be taxed and is far less. It appears though that, until an official 
change is made to this approach individuals have to pay the full tax 
being charged and then appeal to the Justice Courts for a refund of the 
excessive taxes. 
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If you’re thinking of buying a rustic property, I would certainly advise that 
you insist, if there is no habitation licence, that the AFO is in place. You 
can try to renegotiate the price of the property to reflect the cost of you 
getting this, but be warned that there is no guarantee it will be granted. I 
would also suggest you get confirmation from the town planning 
department of the legalities of the property before proceeding with any 
purchase.   

Ensure you appoint a lawyer who is experienced in conveyancing ‘rustic’ 
properties and will represent your interests fully. From experience, this is 
easier said than done! If you contact CAB they can put you in contact 
with lawyers who they believe will act honourably and make you fully 
aware of the risks associated with any property you are potentially going 
to buy. 

For those who find themselves caught in this position and are unsure if 
they want to or can afford to try to put things in order, personally, I think 
you need to weigh up the value for you of addressing this. It is 
expensive, but if you’re trying to sell it could make your property stand 
out from the others and widen your pool of prospective buyers to 
include those who need to get mortgages. If you need to do any 
significant repairs to the property it will be essential to have it.   

If you don’t intend to sell nor see any need for repairs and your water & 
electric connections are in place you might decide just to leave it.  At the 
moment the town councils don’t seem to be trying to enforce this 
process on all ‘rustic’ properties, so for now at least, the decision is 
yours.  

By BRIDGET COLLINS (Cabs member) based on her own experience. 

09/09/14            

                     

        

 

                      https://www.facebook.com/groups/citizensinspain/ 
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